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Everybody make noise and scream out,
We ain't act a dead, let's all scream out,
And act like you're in pain, furthermore, act like your
insane.
Everybody scream

O Lord!
I don't know if you know why I'm here
But you need to know that I stand here with a purpose.
I came to rock the crowd
And make everybody scream out loud.
My aim is to work it.
Are you not entertained?
If my act truly stinks then I'm meant to change.
I'm R-O-T-T-E-N. Do I need to say it again?

Now ever since the UK is robing us.
Five foot tall, I'm leaving guys shook running when
my right hook's coming.
I do stay drumming but I might look stunning
If I get fresher than that I guess that I'm just f*cking.
In the past I've been battered and bruised, battling
crews.
But I prevailed, cause we're rapping the truth, savages
lose.
Play the game, no wonder b*tchin' ain't fit to stand in
my shoes.
I make hits and manager moves, you ain't fit to balance
the truth.

Chill out!
I will show you the meanin' of skill now.
Beating through your speakers is a real sound.
I don't set the flames.
Are you not entertained?

O Lord!
I don't know if you know why I'm here
But you need to know that I stand here with a purpose.
I came to rock the crowd
And make everybody scream out loud.
My aim is to work it.
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Are you not entertained?
If my act truly stinks then I'm meant to change.
I'm R-O-T-T-E-N. Do I need to say it again?

I'm sure they ain't getting it,
Y'all sick like wet hand playing with a socket {*bzzz*}
Me they ain't messing with shocking
I pin my opponents down like a wrestler
With the power to put the days to an end - Apocalypse.
Me glowing hair, breaking mishap, why?
Cause that line like you used to stand by, just got
kidnapped.
This is my destiny, your spiritually disease I will never
be,
Like orbits I'm crashing above my enemy.

Chill out!
I will show you the meanin' of skill now.
Beating through your speakers is a real sound.
I don't set the flames.
Are you not entertained?

O Lord!
I don't know if you know why I'm here
But you need to know that I stand here with a purpose.
I came to rock the crowd
And make everybody scream out loud.
My aim is to work it.
Are you not entertained?
If my act truly stinks then I'm meant to change.
I'm R-O-T-T-E-N. Do I need to say it again?
[repeat]

Everybody make noise and scream out,
We ain't act a dead, let's all scream out,
And act like you're in pain, furthermore, act like your
insane.
Everybody scream

O Lord!

*** Still a lot of things I'm not sure of. Waiting for
corrections. ***
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